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What the League is Driving at
Ever smce the organization of the Anti-Saloon

League in America, in 1893, the organization has
had one purpose; but one end in view. This pur-
pose was set forth in Article 2 of the constitution, as
“The extermination of the beverage liquor traffic.”
For years at the head of most of its periodicals ap-
peared the slogan, “The Saloon Must Go.”

Nothing short of this has ever been considered
for a moment as the ultimate object of the organiza-
tion. National Prohibition with a government in
Washington to make it effective is and has always
been the goal to be attained.

But what mire of wicked misrepresentation has
been waded through in the pursuit of this objective.

If some League speaker urged total abstinence
somew’here, and they all did, the cry went up that the
League was a “milk and water temperance organi-
zation.”

If here and there League speakers urged a local
option law as a temporary step in the direction of
state-wide Prohibition, the shout went up that the
League was a “willy-nilly local option compromise”
scheme as a sort of for the politicians.

It mattered not that the League in Prohibition
states was fighting against local option and that in
county unit states the League was fighting for state-
wide Prohibition, there were croakers to misrepresent
its ultimate purpose expressed in its very constitution
—“The EXTERMINATION of the traffic.”

Theorists may growl till they are black in the
face because the League, in the interest of success,
may follow one strategy in one state and another
system in another state—just as General Grant fal-
lowed one strategy at Fort Donaldson and another at
Appomattox—the one fact remains that the liquor in-
terests are ALWAYS in the field contesting the very
things that the League proposes.

Whatever mistakes the League may have made,
it has never been found lining up in the legislature
clamoring for the same things that the liquor men
want or fighting for the same tilings that the liquor
men are fighting for.

In states where state-wide Prohibition exists, the
liquor men are always fighting for local option, and
the League is always found in defense of the state-
wide policy.

But in a state like Pennsylvania, where the whole
liquor power is fighting against county option, the
League is found struggling on the other side—both
sides well knowing that the county option proposal is
merely an opening wedge to state-wide Prohibition,
just as state-wide Prohibition is the opening wedge
to national Prohibition.
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Sermon to the Old Grouch
There are some 200,000 different plants—so the

botanist says. They are mostly weeds. A weed is a
plant whose virtues have not yet been discovered.

If God numbers the hairs of our heads, it is not
likely that he would go to the trouble of designing a
plant that was of no possible value.

“Smiling Joe,” the New York crippled boy. a
hopeless physical wreck, taught a hundred thousand

people how to smile amid the most excruciating suf-
fering.

"Smiling Joe” accomplished more as a hopeless
cripple than he possibly could as a healthy boy.

And how the great heart of the world has been
mellowed by the miracle of Helen Kellar; the girl
who cannot see and cannot hear, yet she goes about
with a spirit approaching the divine, saying: “I wish
to teach people to see as well as I can see and to hear
as well as I can hear.”

Helen Kellar is accomplishing more through her
afflictions than any one girl in a thousand could with
all her faculties.

If the hand of fate seems heavily upon you, don’t
faint. It may be that you can use that very affliction
in the Master’s service.

It is the little thing that counts. It is the litile
acorn that produces the giant oak. It was the few
little words that Harry Monroe spoke one stormy
night in Chicago that sent Billy Sunday out into the
world—a hurricane of power.

You may not be able to slay the liquor traffic, but
you can settle your own responsibility for it, and if
enough 'do that little thing, the old serpent is dead.

And, anyhow, it is the greatest sport in the world
to do the best that you can do with whatever you may
have to do with.

Survey of the Battle Lines
The fight between the temperance forces and

those of the liquor traffic is growing in intensity—in
fact, a life and death struggle is now on. There will
be no compromise —no lull —no quarter asked or
given.

A survey of the lines of the battle thus joined is
significant and suggestive. On the one side stand the
educators,school teachers, ministers, college presidents,
philanthropists, the church people, reform workers, city
mission workers, physicians,scientists and the educated,
industrious, cultured and refined classes generally. On
the other side are the sports, pimps, gamblers, thieves,
criminals, bums, thugs, scarlet women and the ig-
norant, vicious, tough element generally. This align-
ment of our citizenship goes far to determine the
character of the issue involved. That there may be
exceptions to this classification is doubtless true; but
exceptions in this, as in other instances, prove the
correctness of the rule.

The whole world is flying to the rescue of the
stricken Ohio cities, torn asunder by the angry ele-
ments, which left death and devastation in their wake.

The wrath of the storm cannot be assuaged, but
the people can and do fly to the rescue. It is well that
they do; even a savage would do that much.

But how about the devastation that the people de-
liberately inflict upon themselves and their fellows
through the licensed saloon. They do this knowingly,
wilfully, and share in the profits.

The lowest savage in the jungle might authorize
slaughter for revenge, for mistaken patriotism, for
superstitious reasons, but never for profit. That bar-
barity is reserved for the licensed saloon system.

This thing called “civilization” is twisted
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